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ABSTRACT

Hafnia-silica multilayer mirrors and polarizers were deposited by e-beam evaporation onto BK7 glass substrates. The mirrors and polarizers were coated for operation at a wavelength of 1053 nm at 45° and at Brewster’s angle (56°), respectively. They were tested with a single 3-ns laser pulse. The morphology of the laser-induced damage was characterized by optical and scanning electron microscopy. Four distinct damage morphologies were found: pits, flat bottom pits, scalds, and delaminates. The pits and flat bottom pits (< 30 μm in diameter) were detected at lower fluences (as low as 5 J/cm²). The pits seemed to result from ejection of nodular defects by causing local enhancement of the electric field. Scalds and delaminates could be observed at higher fluences (above 13 J/cm²) and seemed to result from the formation of plasmas on the surface. These damage types often originated at pits and were typically less than 300 μm in diameter; their size increased almost linearly with fluence. Finally, the effects of the damage on the characteristics of the beam (reflectivity degradation and phase modulations) were measured. Keywords: laser damage, morphology, HfO₂ SiO₂ multilayer, 1064 nm, mirror, polarizer

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical coatings are performance limiting components in high energy fusion laser systems such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) or the Laser Mega-Joule (LMJ) in France. These lasers require coated optics that do not degrade the characteristics of the beam during operation lifetime.

This article will focus on characterizing the damage morphologies found in hafnia silica multilayer mirrors and polarizers after a single 3-ns pulse at 1064 nm and its effect on the characteristics of the beam. Future articles 1,2 will present the results on the stability of these multilayers during repetitive illumination.

The functionality of an optic can be characterized by understanding how damage initiates, how it grows during repetitive illumination and under environmental stress, and how such damage affects the properties of the transmitted or reflected beam (i.e. phase or amplitude modulations, reflectivity degradation, etc.).

The importance of damage morphology studies has been widely recognized 3-36 and many researchers have attempted to understand the relationship between damage morphology, damage threshold, and a variety of parameters such as wavelength, 4,6,7 fluence, 7 film material (composition and properties), 4,8-26 optical design, 9,27 and film thickness, 28 pulse length, 4,5,7,29-31 and laser pulse repetition rate.29,32 Understanding these relationships may allow process optimization so as to let the coating evolve (e.g. stress changes as a result of aging) while preventing catastrophic failure. In the 4 to 20-ns regime, a few conclusions were drawn from the literature. Damage is primarily influenced by the composition of the film. As the
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number of layers in the stack increases, the damage threshold tends to decrease and approach that of the weaker component threshold. Improvements are sometimes observed when a mixture of two materials of similar damage sensitivity but opposite stress characteristics (i.e. SiO₂ and MgF₂) have been prepared. Permanent damage has always been recorded when a breakdown plasma is ignited. Finally, there is a general tendency for films with high scattering value and high optical absorption to damage more easily.

Several damage morphologies have been reported for high reflectors (HRs) irradiated at 1064 nm. Lowdermilk et al. and Carniglia et al. observed three morphology types in titania-silica and zirconia-silica HRs with silica overlayers: round and well defined damage sites 20 to 60 μm in diameter, small pits 2 to 10 μm in diameter, and large ill-defined spots 20 to 100 μm in diameter. For non-overcoated HRs, they found an additional morphology corresponding to the removal of the coating over a large area (several hundred micrometers).

Pit formation as a result of inclusions has also been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically. These studies have shown that nodular defect ejection depends on seed diameter and on incident laser fluence. This has provided some understanding in how laser damage and beam perturbations can be minimized through the process of laser conditioning. The morphology of damage has also been found to depend on the wavelength, and pulse length. Walker et al. reported that the damage morphology changes markedly with the laser wavelength. For example, at 0.26 μm, oxide film materials damage in a uniform region while fluorides damage at isolated pits. This indicates that the precursors for damage and the damage mechanism can vary substantially with such parameters.

This article will only treat the case of hafnia-silica non-normal incidence mirrors and polarizers at 1064 nm tested with a 3-ns pulse. Only recently has hafnia been considered for such large scale coatings applications at LLNL and little was known so far about the damage morphologies for the hafnia-silica multilayer system. The morphologies were characterized using optical and scanning electron microscopy. Four distinct damage morphologies were identified: pits, flat bottom pits, scalds and delaminates. These morphologies which are shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 will be discussed separately in the results section.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1 Mirror and polarizer coatings preparation

Both mirrors and polarizers were prepared by e-beam deposition of alternating layers of hafnia and silica onto BK7 Zygo polished substrates. The multilayers were coated at Optical Coatings Laboratory, Inc. (OCLI), Spectra Physics (S-P) and LLNL. Different sources and methods were used to deposit the film materials (e.g. hafnium oxide or metal hafnium in an oxygen partial pressure to deposit hafnia, etc.). Different sets of mirrors and polarizers were designed to operate respectively at 45° and 56° beam incidence. The mirrors were tested in both “S” and “P” polarization. The polarizers were tested in “S” polarization. The mirrors were overcoated with a half-wave silica overlayer. The polarizers were overcoated with a very thin silica layer only. A total number of 6 mirrors and 2 polarizers were tested. An average of 30 sites were irradiated on each sample. The sites were spaced 5 mm from one another to avoid conditioning effects from adjacent site illumination and minimize potential cross-contamination.

2.2 Laser testing conditions

The laser damage tests were carried out using a 3-ns pulse from a 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser. The laser was focused to provide a far field circular Gaussian beam with a diameter...
of 1.1 mm at 86.6% of the maximum intensity. The beam profile was recorded for each shot and the peak fluence was computed. Each site was irradiated with a single laser pulse. The tests were conducted in “S” and “P” polarization at use angle. Two sets of mirrors were designed to reflect at 45° and 56°, respectively. The polarizers were designed to operate at 56°. Fluences during tests ranged from 5 to 45 J/cm². The sample was examined before and after irradiation by Nomarski and back light microscopy. Any damage larger than 2 μm was detected. Further post damage characterization was conducted using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

3. RESULTS

The results of the morphology study are first presented for the pits, flat bottom pits, scalds and delaminates. Table 1 summarizes the size information about the different morphologies. The effect of damage on the beam characteristics is then described.

---

**Fig. 1:** SEM micrographs of a) a nodular defect in a multilayer mirror, b) a focused ion beam cross-section of a defect. The pit morphologies of the surface after nodular ejection is shown for c) shots at 47.2 J/cm² at 45°, in “P” polarization and d) after a single shot at 20.4 J/cm². These micrographs illustrate cases where the nodules have been fully and partially ejected.

3.1 Damage morphology

3.1.1 Pits
It has been well established that pit formation results from the ejection of nodular defects in coatings.\textsuperscript{39} Figs. 1.c) and 1.d) show the typical morphologies of nodules fully and partially ejected after laser illumination. The formation of pits can occur at very low fluence; such damage usually determines the conventional damage threshold of HRs and polarizers. At LLNL, the damage threshold is conventionally defined as the average between the lowest fluence which produces damage and the next lower fluence which does not produce damage. Such definition is simple but can have the disadvantage of not being representative of large area behavior since it can significantly depend on the number of sites tested. In general, the larger the tested area and the better the microscope resolution, the lower the measured damage threshold. When observed by back light optical microscopy with a 1 \( \mu \text{m} \) detection limit, pinpoints can be observed when the site has been irradiated at 5 J/cm\(^2\) and above. As shown in Fig. 5, the size of pits does not strongly depend on the fluence of the shot up to 40 J/cm\(^2\). Above 40 J/cm\(^2\), substantial collateral damage can occasionally occur. The plot shown in Fig. 5 is typical of the behavior of the mirrors. Similar plots were reported by Bliss et al.\textsuperscript{7} for TiO\(_2\)-SiO\(_2\) and ZrO\(_2\)-SiO\(_2\) mirrors. The insensitivity of pit size on fluence at lower fluences can have a significant impact on how to improve the coatings’ damage threshold by laser conditioning if no other damage morphologies are produced. From a functional stability perspective, no real benefit is added by conditioning if the pit morphology which determines the damage threshold does not grow with repetitive illumination and the total area of damage is insufficient to cause important losses of reflectivity. On the other hand, it is often difficult to produce coatings that satisfy this criterion.

### 3.1.2 Flat bottom pits

Flat bottom pits have been reported in a variety of multilayer systems\textsuperscript{36,43,44} used at different wavelengths.\textsuperscript{45} Similar morphologies have also been reported for single layers on glass substrates.\textsuperscript{43} Fig. 2 shows a typical flat bottom pit morphology. Damage seems to propagate by delamination along the interface between two adjacent layers. Their cause is not yet fully understood and their formation does not always seem to correlate to defects detectable by optical microscopy. Like pits, the size of flat bottom pits does not strongly depend on the fluence of the shot below 35 J/cm\(^2\) (see Fig. 5). A study by Walton et al.\textsuperscript{44} has shown that the pit damage size depends on the overlayer thickness. Above 35 J/cm\(^2\), collateral damage is possible, in particular when pits are very large.

![Fig. 2: SEM micrographs of various flat bottom pit morphologies after a single shot on a mirror at 15.2 J/cm\(^2\) at 56°, in “P” polarization. The damage seems to propagate along the interface between silica and hafnia within the first three top layer pairs. Because of the contrast between the two oxides, hafnia appears lighter and silica darker.](image)

### 3.1.3 Scalds

Scalds can be observed above 13 J/cm\(^2\). Fig. 3 shows a typical scald morphology. The scalds seem to be related to plasma formation. The surface of the coating appears to have “burnt”. It is believed that electric field enhancements (e.g. at nodular defects or dust particles) can cause material and (or) air breakdown which produces a plasma. The plasma
expands during the shot and may lead to very high temperatures on the surface. The diameter of the scald increases almost linearly with the fluence (see Fig. 5). Other experiments have also shown that their size increases with longer pulse lengths.

[Fig. 3: SEM micrographs of a typical scald after a single shot at 45° on mirror irradiated at 41.6 J/cm² in “P” polarization. The micrograph on the left shows the details of the structure of the scald. The scald seems to have originated at a pit which is visible in the center of a].

### 3.1.4 Delaminates

Delaminates (i.e. removal of the overlayer) are very similar in size and shape to scalds. They are also found above 13 J/cm² when plasmas are observed to ignite and their size increases with higher fluences and longer pulse lengths (see Fig. 5). Like scalds, only the overlayer is damaged. However, while the silica overlayer remains attached to the coating for scalds, it is removed for delaminates. Fig. 4 shows a typical delaminate morphology. A pit is often found within the delaminated region. The failure mechanism is likely related to large gradients of temperature and stress in the top layers. Lowdermilk et al. and other authors have reported that the addition of a silica half-wave overcoat can substantially increase the damage threshold of HRs. A future article will show that these findings also apply to polarizers and that the main factor contributing to such improvement is the prevention of delamination.

[Fig. 4: Nomarski optical micrographs of delamination on the surface of a polarizer after a single shot at 56° in “S” polarization at a) 35.9 J/cm² and b) 38.7 J/cm², respectively.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pit</th>
<th>flat bottom pit</th>
<th>scald</th>
<th>delaminate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>typical number of layers affected</td>
<td>between 2 and 50</td>
<td>2,4, or 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typical maximum diameter (µm)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1: Typical number of affected layers and damage size of pits, flat bottom pits, scalds and delaminates after a single 3-ns laser pulse.

![Graph showing the relationship between damage size and fluence for various types of laser damage morphologies.]

**Fig. 5:** Maximum damage size of the pit, flat bottom pit, scald, and delaminate morphologies as a function of fluence after a single shot. The measurements for the mirrors and polarizers of various origins (OCLI, S-P, LLNL) tested at 45 and 56° are plotted on this graph.

3.2 Effect of damage on the beam characteristics

When designing advanced fusion lasers, the effects of laser damage on beam propagation must be understood to maximize laser energy without putting additional downstream optics in the system at risk of laser-induced damage. Coated optical surfaces affect laser beams in a number of ways including transport efficiency due to the spectral, scatter, and obscuration characteristics of the coating and phase modulations resulting from diffraction and surface features. Laser damage in optical coatings enhances these effects.

3.2.1 Transport efficiency

Mirror and polarizer coatings modify the reflective properties of a surface. The primary function of optical coatings in the NIF or LMJ are to direct laser beams from pulse generation to the target chamber with minimal energy loss. Mirrors and polarizers are respectively required to reflect more than 99.5% at 1053 nm. Each of the four previously described damage morphologies interacts with the laser beam and reduces its overall energy. To achieve the laser system specifications, transport loss due to laser damage must be minimized and coatings need to be designed with a sufficient number of layers to compensate for minor reflectivity degradation.

The most obvious laser interaction involves scatter from a pit. Since the light is scattered in all directions, pits can be considered as obscurations. Bare optical surfaces for the NIF will be required to have a total obscuration less than $10^{-3}$ of the total area of the optic. Obscurations from laser-induced pits can easily be treated in the same manner. Alternatively, if the entire optic meets the reflectance specification, the obscured area becomes irrelevant. Flat bottom pits and delaminates also scatter laser energy at the edge of the damaged region and hence behave similarly to pits.
The surface roughness of a coating is increased in a scald as seen in Fig. 3.b). It has been shown that surface roughness affects the scatter of incident radiation. The increase in surface roughness results in an increase in scatter and reduction in reflection. Scalds can be observed under dark field optical microscopy; they therefore scatter more light than the background coating. To determine the influence of scalds on HRs, low spatial resolution reflectivity measurements were made of a large optic with numerous small scalds. A high spatial resolution scan of a large scald is shown in Fig. 5. The reflectivity of the coating is 99.8% and the standard deviation of the measurement is 0.12%. In both cases there was no detectable reduction in reflectance of the optic. Scalds will therefore not reduce the reflectivity below the 99.5% specification. Although the plasma scald in Fig. 5.b) does not degrade the coating below the reflectance requirements for a high reflector, the massive damage site in the center has a significant effect on the reflectance (about 75%) of the coating. This damage site was so large and unstable that the optic was removed from the laser system to prevent further damage to the coating and laser.

![Photometer scan of scalds](image1)

3.2.2 Phase modulation

To understand changes to the coating’s surface, scalds were measured using a Zygo GPI-XP phase modulating interferometer with a 33 mm beam compactor (see Fig. 7.a)). To estimate the effect of the scald damage morphology on beam propagation, a typical scald was modeled as a 200 μm diameter micro-lens with a 6 nm sag. The diffraction limited spot size from an incident collimated beam with the same diameter as the scald is calculated from the relation $2.44 \lambda (f/#) = 1 \text{ cm}$ for $\lambda = 1053 \text{ nm}$. The diffracted beam is significantly larger than the incoming beam and acts as a weak scatter site. In order for a 200 μm plasma scald to focus light that could damage optics downstream, the sag must be larger than 270 nm ($\lambda/4$) which is 45 times greater than what was observed for SiO$_2$ overcoated multilayers.
Measurements by interferometry of pits and delaminates, as shown in Fig. 7.b), illustrate the difficulty of measuring a phase discontinuity or step function greater than half of the measuring wavelength. Possible methods to overcome this problem could include the use of dual or longer wavelength interferometers; they were not utilized in this study since the wavelength of interest was 1053 nm. To understand the impact of pits and delaminates on the beam, the damage sites were treated as circular obscurations as modeled by Hunt et al. According to Hunt, the interaction of a wave scattered from an opaque obscuration with a background wave will produce holographic imaging, leading to increased fluences at image planes of the damaged optic. The magnitude of the intensity modulation is proportional to the size of the obscuration. Obscurations smaller than 280 μm create intensity modulations that do not exceed the NIF specification, therefore become the upper bound for the maximum tolerable damage size. As mentioned earlier, future articles will address the stability of damage under repetitive illumination. This will better define the maximum tolerable damage size of the NIF coated optics.

![Image of interferogram](image.png)

**Fig. 7**: Interferogram of a) scald and b) delaminate with erroneous phase discontinuities.

### 4. CONCLUSION

Hafnia silica multilayer mirror and polarizer coatings from various origins (OCLI, S-P, LLNL) were damaged during single shot laser tests at 1064 nm with a 3-ns pulse length at their respective use angle (45° and 56°). Four distinct damage morphologies were identified: pits, flat bottom pits, scalds and delaminates. The damage size was measured by Nomarski optical microscopy. The values reported provide the general trend of damage size as a function of fluence for the four damage morphologies.

The pits were found to be associated with the ejection of nodular defects. For the samples in this study, their diameter could reach 20 μm; they were observed at low fluences (5 J/cm²) and could occasionally cause collateral damage at fluence above 40 J/cm². The flat bottom pits were not very deep and usually involved only a few layers. They were not always associated with defects detectable by Nomarski optical microscopy and the failure mechanism occurred by interfacial delamination. Their characteristics (threshold and average size) were similar to those of pits, although they were often slightly larger than pits at a given fluence.

Scalds and delaminates were similar in size and shape (several hundred micrometers). They often originated at local defects such as pits and formed when plasmas were observed. Their diameter increased almost linearly with fluence and they usually formed above a fluence of 13 J/cm². Both morphologies involved the top layer and their occurrence were strongly influenced by the thickness of the overlayer. While the silica film looked “burnt” for scalds, it was removed for delaminates which, like for pits and flat bottom pits, points out to a difference in failure mechanism.
The four damage morphologies all influence beam propagation by increasing the scattered radiation which reduces the overall transport efficiency of the optic and creates beam intensity modulations. Since the scatter loss is not very significant compared to the total acceptable combined scatter and transmission loss of <0.5% for mirror and polarizer coatings, increasing reflection by optimizing the number of layer pairs in the coating design can compensate for the scattering loss. Scattered light that creates beam intensity modulations can be minimized by restraining the size of the damage. These results indicate that although no laser damage is desirable, some amount of damage can be tolerated and does not always interfere with the operation objectives of the laser system.
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